THE HAIR DILEMMA: CONFORM TO MAINSTREAM EXPECTATIONS OR EMPHASIZE RACIAL IDENTITY
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I. INTRODUCTION

Social scientists have long chronicled the impact of an individual’s appearance on numerous outcomes including others’ judgments of the individual’s competence, amicability, intelligence, and trustworthiness. As these types of judgments affect hiring decisions, promotions, performance appraisals, and other critical work outcomes, they can have a particularly profound impact on individuals in the workplace. Accordingly, many people today recognize the importance of projecting a professional image at work and the role that their demeanor, clothing, and grooming play in crafting that image successfully. However, we also know from social science research that women and minorities suffer a disadvantage in crafting this professional image due to negative stereotypes, lower expectations, and workplace norms that run counter to their cultural values and that reward white male standards of behavior and appearance.

Women in general and minority women in particular, encounter many obstacles to achieving their preferred professional image. Gender alone presents a double-bind for women who are making decisions about their grooming and appearance in the workplace. On one hand, the most valued characteristics in corporate settings—competitiveness, ambition, aggressiveness, and competence—are typically associated with men. As a result, women may not want to
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groom themselves in a manner that would highlight their femininity or attractiveness.\(^5\) On the other hand, conventionally attractive women fare better professionally than less attractive women, as attractive women tend to make more money and receive more job offers and promotions.\(^6\)

For minority women, the decision of how to groom themselves at work has an added dimension. In addition to managing the paradox of femininity and attractiveness, minority women must also negotiate the presentation of their racial identities. Minority women often feel they must compensate for both their gender and race in attempting to present a professional image that will render them credible to their co-workers.\(^7\) Crafting a professional image entails managing perceptions through a variety of behaviors and grooming decisions. One of the most central decisions in managing perceptions involves how to style one’s hair.\(^8\) For example, Professor Rose Weitz chronicled interviews with an Asian woman who permed (curled) her hair often because she felt that she looked “too Asian” with her naturally straight hair.\(^9\) Similarly, a Chicana woman interviewed by Weitz commented that long hair rendered a less professional appearance that highlighted her racial features.\(^9\) In each of these examples, these minority women chose to wear their hair in a manner that downplayed their racial or ethnic identities.

Recent lawsuits document the complexities associated with grooming decisions for Black women in professional settings. In particular, several cases involving Black women show that hairstyle choices may have serious repercussions. In *McManus v. MCI Communications Corp.*, McManus, a Black woman, argued that she was fired for wearing her hair in braids and dreadlocks and dressing in African clothing.\(^11\) The plaintiff in *Hollins v. Atlantis Co.*, who came to work with her hair in “finger waves” (an elaborate cropped hairstyle
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worn by Black women), claimed that her employer’s policy prohibiting “eye catching” hairstyles was discriminatory.\textsuperscript{12} Likewise, in Rogers v. American Airlines, Inc., a Black woman was fired for wearing her hair in braids.\textsuperscript{13} As these cases demonstrate, “ethnic” hair styles are sometimes not welcome in the corporate world.

However, not all Black women face such explicit discrimination against their hairstyle choices. Most employers are savvy enough to avoid overtly discriminatory policies that would invite legal challenges. Instead, many obstacles arise when employers manifest subtle negative biases that are frequently associated with stereotypes about Black women. For example, it is generally understood that the right balance of femininity and attractiveness can benefit a woman in the workplace, but traditional American culture views Black women as less feminine and less attractive,\textsuperscript{14} as well as less intelligent, competent, and dependable in their professional positions than their White counterparts.\textsuperscript{15} Awareness of these negative perceptions causes Black women to be especially concerned about whether their hairstyles promote a professional image.\textsuperscript{16}

In this Essay we focus on the dilemma that Black women face with regard to their hairstyle choices in the workplace. Our decision to focus primarily on Black women does not assert that one minority group is more important than another group. It does, however, acknowledge that each minority group likely faces its own obstacles and hurdles that are specific to its race, culture, and experiences. We chose to focus on Black women because of the negative stereotypes that are unique to Blacks given the historical context of segregation and inferiority in the United States; because of the preponderance of social science research that contrasts Blacks—more so than any other racial minority—to Whites in the context of prejudice, racism, and social inequality; and because of the unique texture and appearance of Black hair which in its natural kinky state is the opposite of straight hair, the Western standard of beauty.\textsuperscript{17} In addition, we focus exclusively on Black women as opposed to Black men because the grooming expectations in many professional environments are the exact opposite for Black men when compared to Black women. The expectation of hair straightening falls solely on Black women and not on Black men. In fact, Black men are expected to wear their hair in its natural state—though the expectation is for keeping it short and conservatively groomed.\textsuperscript{18} Accordingly,
the hairstyle dilemma for Black women is both uniquely racialized and gendered.

We first begin this Essay by describing the unique aspects of grooming and caring for Black textured hair, and explaining how it differs from the hair care of other races and ethnicities. Second, we draw upon social science research on intergroup relations and stereotypes to illuminate the external pressures on Black women to conform to mainstream aesthetic standards. Next, drawing from research on identity, we consider the competing psychological processes and community pressures spurring Black women to eschew traditional norms regarding hair grooming in the workplace. Finally, we discuss the implications of pressures to conform to mainstream norms for both Black women and their employers.

II. THE HAIRSTYLE DILEMMA

A. The Uniqueness of Black Hair

For most professional women, the choice of a hairstyle is restricted to length, color, cut, and style. With the exception of women in the military or other professions with regimented dress codes, grooming choices for White women are primarily based on personal preferences. Also, with the noted exception of choosing to “go blonde,” the choice of hairstyle for White women is typically free from stereotypes or biases associated with incompetence or other negative characteristics. Indeed, a recent study concluded that presenting an image that was both conventionally attractive as well as professional was easier to attain for White women than for Black women.19 Interestingly, the study noted that although some White participants viewed their hairstyle choices as professionally unimportant, none of the minority participants saw these hairstyle choices as simple and inconsequential.20

For Black women who work in professional settings where they are frequently the racial minority, deciding on a hairstyle—a presumably simple and personal decision—is both a constrained choice and a formidable dilemma.21 Black women frequently must choose between hairstyles that conform to the norms and expectations of their White colleagues or hairstyles that are central to their African-American, African, Caribbean, or other racial or ethnic identities. This choice is complicated because in our society, long straight hair has generally been considered the gold standard for attractiveness,22 and the expectation of a straight conservative hairstyle is clearly present in corporate organizations.23 However, there exist fundamental physical differences between
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the hair textures of Black women and non-Black women. The natural hair texture of most Black women is kinky, wooly, or tightly curled. Accordingly, a great deal of time and expense is required to transform Black hair so that it conforms to traditional workplace norms for appearance—in other words, so that it looks more similar to the hair of their White, Asian, or Hispanic counterparts. Black women can achieve straight-looking hair by using chemicals or thermal tools, or by using hair extensions and weaves. However, these style options are not without their costs. For many Black women, straightening their hair can result in hair breakage or skin diseases.

Instead of straightening their hair, Black women can opt for hairstyles that complement their natural hair textures. Afros, braids, twists, and dreadlocks are the primary style choices that release Black women from the financial and physical burdens of hair straightening. However, unfortunately for many Black women, these styles are not universally embraced by the larger society and are typically seen as less attractive or flattering than straight hair.

B. Conforming to Mainstream Expectations

For minority women in general, and Black women in particular, hairstyle choices are subject to pressures to conform to mainstream norms of attractiveness and professionalism. Chemically-relaxed hair is currently the most popular style choice for Black women. In a recent study, eighty percent of the Black women surveyed responded that they believed relaxed hair is more easily maintained than natural hair. Indeed, Black women spend approximately $50 million per year on chemical straighteners alone. Although a direct causal relationship can not be explicitly established, it is likely that the popularity of chemically relaxed hair persists among Black women because of perceptions of the ease of hair maintenance, prevailing norms of beauty, and the popular belief that long straight hair is more attractive than tightly-curled hair.

The pressure on Black women to conform to traditional norms of dress and appearance is powerful. Although several successful Black women have chosen to wear their hair in its natural state—including scientist Mae Jemison, actress Whoopi Goldberg, and journalist Michele McQueen Martin—most Black women
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who have achieved prominence and success in mainstream society have chosen to conform to the dominant standards of beauty and professionalism by straightening their hair. For example, television producer and talk show host Oprah Winfrey, Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, and Sheila Johnson (owner of the Washington Mystics) are all Black women who straighten their hair.

Although there are probably many reasons why Black women choose to conform to dominant aesthetic standards in the workplace, we argue that Black women conform primarily because they seek to minimize the perception that they are different from their colleagues and because they want to avoid the pitfalls of stereotyping. Moreover, by conforming, they can preserve their professional images, avoid negative career consequences, and fit in with their colleagues. A Black woman’s choice of hairstyle plays a part in obtaining such conformity.

1. Minimizing Perceived Differences

Social-psychological research provides robust evidence that being perceived as different can be a liability in the workplace. The similarity-attraction paradigm establishes that coworkers prefer to interact with others who are demographically similar to themselves. There is increased turnover among employees who are demographic misfits in their work organizations. Also, network theorists discovered that both men and women are likely to form same-sex ties for social support in organizational settings. In addition, same-race mentoring relationships are shown to provide more social and psychological support than are cross-race mentoring relationships.

Unfortunately, in most corporate organizations Black women differ from the dominant group across two dimensions: race and gender. Although race and gender are immutable, perceptions of dissimilarity can be heightened or diminished through deliberate self-presentation choices, including grooming and hairstyle choices. Many Black women are aware that the more different they appear to be, the more uncomfortable their White colleagues will be with them, and the more difficult it will be for Black women to attain full acceptance at work. Therefore, Black women are frequently motivated to make themselves appear similar to Whites.
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Journalist Charisse Jones and clinical psychologist Kumea Shorter-Gooden interviewed Black women, finding that most were uniquely concerned with being perceived as too different or “too Black” in the work place.38 One of the interviewees explained that she always pinned up her dreadlocks when on duty at her law-enforcement job, stating: “I’m sure that if I hadn’t done that, they would have found any way they could to fire me. I think it would have been too Black for them, so people never see my hair down.”39 Although she might have pinned up her hair for a number of reasons, she did it because she feared negative employment consequences for highlighting her Blackness.40

Not only are Black women demographically dissimilar to their colleagues, but these gender and racial dissimilarities are also frequently associated with low-status positions in the social hierarchy.41 Because these negative stereotypes can be professionally damaging,42 Black women desire to minimize these perceived differences, thereby avoiding negative stereotyping.

2. Avoiding Negative Stereotypes

A classic study on racial stereotypes in the early 1930s found that Whites were viewed as smart, industrious, and ambitious, whereas Blacks were viewed as ignorant, lazy, and happy-go-lucky.43 Subsequent studies conducted in the ’60s, ’70s, and ’80s indicated that the blatantly negative perceptions of Blacks had largely faded.44 However, this blatant racism was replaced by more subtle forms of negative biases—referred to as aversive racism,45 symbolic racism,46 and modern racism.47 Although these theories of contemporary racism differ in some respects, a common thread runs among them: Non-Blacks exhibit subtle racism when it is safe and socially acceptable to do so, or when the racism is easily
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rationalized. In addition, they all agree that merely by growing up in the United States, Whites learn of the negative stereotypes associated with Blacks from their parents, peers, culture, and society. As a result of this upbringing, Whites frequently attach feelings of negative affect to Blacks.

Implicit Association Tests (IATs) provide compelling evidence that many Whites hold negative stereotypes that are frequently associated with Blacks. In the IAT, participants sort Black and White faces and positive and negative words into their respective columns. One portion of the test mixes these stimuli, with the instruction to group White faces and positive words into one column, and to group Black faces and negative words into another. Participants typically performed this task quickly and easily.

A subsequent part of the test switched these values, instructing participants to group White faces with negative words and Black faces with positive words. Participants experienced a significant difference in response time and made more errors in grouping when asked to associate Black faces with positive words.

IATs have demonstrated a strong positive evaluation of Whites and a relatively negative evaluation of Blacks. Although researchers have not yet administered the IAT so that it encompasses biases specific to the workplace, given the preponderance of empirical organizational evidence that already exists exhibiting a bias in favor of Whites, it is likely that the IAT findings are applicable to the workplace as well.

The theory of “stereotype threat” has been developed to describe the desire to avoid confirming negative stereotypes. The theory focuses on the fact that minorities are aware of the negative stereotypes held against them and, as a result, alter their behavior to avoid confirming them. For example, when Black college students were concerned about confirming negative stereotypes, they
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were less likely to report liking rap music and basketball, two forms of entertainment that are frequently associated with Blacks.\textsuperscript{55}

Similarly, Black women are very concerned about the image they present to their colleagues in the workplace. They are highly aware that their hairstyles may highlight the fact that they are different and thereby invite negative stereotypes about Black women. Jones and Shorter-Gooden highlight this concern in one of their interviews.\textsuperscript{56} A Black sales representative commented that she always straightens her hair for job interviews or any new job situation to avoid negative stereotypes:

“I used to wear braids all the time, but when I graduated from school, it was a conscious decision to take them out,” says Marti, a sales representative for a pharmaceutical company in Chicago. After she’s been on a job for a while, become familiar to her peers, and proved her competence and ability to fit in, Marti occasionally switches back to a braided hairstyle. But she never goes into an interview or a new job experience without first straightening her hair. . . . “I don’t want to be prejudged. And I think a lot of times it’s real easy for them to do that because they don’t understand how our hair works, and that it’s just a hairstyle. I think it’s just different to them. And I don’t know what their experience has been with Black women with braids. I don’t know what they think but I don’t want that to be the reason that I don’t get the job.”\textsuperscript{57}

Marti’s primary motivation for not wearing braids was to avoid stereotyping that may lead to negative career consequences. The choice to not emphasize one’s attributes in order to avoid the negative consequences that can result is known as covering and shifting.

3. \textit{Covering and Shifting}

An increasing body of literature has documented how women and minorities devote a great deal of effort to fitting in to mainstream society, especially in the workplace. Erving Goffman introduced the term “covering,” which describes an individual’s choice to render their stigmatized characteristics less salient to preserve their status in a social order.\textsuperscript{58} Legal scholar Kenji Yoshino drew on Goffman’s work in his description of the demands placed on employees to downplay low-status or stigmatized aspects of their identities. As described by Yoshino, societal pressures on racial minorities to cover do not require that they deny their racial backgrounds, rather they simply demand that minorities “perform” race in a manner that makes it easy for others to ignore race.\textsuperscript{59}

Similarly, another study documented pervasive “shifting,” which is defined as altering one’s behavior to avoid offending others; unlike the above-described research on covering, this particular study of shifting focused on Blacks.\textsuperscript{60} Shifting occurs in many ways, including when Black women change
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their styles of speaking or dialect depending upon the context, attempt to hide their physical characteristics (e.g. an “ample derriere”), or leave the beauty parlor with straightened hair. The study concluded the following about Black women’s hair dilemma:

These women have had to learn to shift to manage society’s limited tolerance of Black hair. They’ve had to shift to ensure that they aren’t immediately dismissed based on their hairdos, and that they’re given a chance to demonstrate their competence and skills. They’ve had to shift so that their hair doesn’t blind their employers to their talents.

Both of these concepts—covering and shifting—describe the variety of ways that people manage their images to avoid discrediting themselves professionally. When Black women choose to conform to normative expectations in the workplace by straightening their hair, this decision falls in the realms of covering and shifting.

C. Self-Hatred Theory

When Black women choose hairstyles that conform to workplace norms, their decision is based partly on how others view them and partly on how they view themselves. Having internalized the aesthetic standards of mainstream society, many Black Americans believe that straighter hair and other physical features approximating Whiteness are preferable. Supporters of the self-hatred theory associate Black hair straightening with hatred of Black physical traits and admiration of White physical traits. Features such as blond hair, fair skin, and blue eyes constitute ideal beauty in American society; however, these features are the opposite of those characteristic of most Black women.

This self-hatred theory was most vividly noted during the 1960s at the height of the Black Power movement, when the afro became a symbol of pride and liberation, whereas thermally- or chemically-altered hair represented shame and embarrassment of one’s Black racial origin.

To assess the relevance of this provocative proposition, Professor Ingrid Banks asked numerous Black women if they considered hair straightening to be a form of self-hatred. While Black women with natural hairstyles were more likely to agree with the propositions set forth in the 1960s, women who straightened their hair tended to disagree with the self-hatred arguments. Nia, who wears her hair in a naturally short hairdo, noted the following:
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"I tend to agree with that theory. I think that a lot of women, most women, will probably deny that. . . . I think that we’ve been, our oppression has been so well done. It’s been so complete that we don’t even know when we’re acting against ourselves. And we don’t even see that our own values in terms of beauty are very skewed."

Andaiye used her own experiences to examine the notion of self-hatred:

"I think it can be a manifestation of [self-hatred]. I wanted the whole, you know, the long hair, the get in the water and bring your hair up and it’s slicked back. But of all those things I was mimicking, they weren’t of any sistas, you know what I’m saying. They were white women. So when I look at it like that, I guess it was self-esteem problems, a certain level of self-hatred. Because maybe if I had saw a sista with an Afro on that commercial and all the water sucked the hair, I’d have been wantin’ that."

Nia and Andaiye agreed with the self-hatred theory but for different reasons. Nia suggested that self-hatred originated with the oppression experienced by Blacks during slavery and through the 1960s. She implied that this oppression is so intensely ingrained in the psyche of Black women that it exists only at the subconscious level and is not explicitly recognized by Black women. Rather than focusing on past oppression, Andaiye focuses on the subliminal effects of the American standard of beauty, which is based on the physical features of Whites.

Many women in Banks’ study disagree with the self-hatred theory and maintain that hair alteration has nothing to do with negative images of oneself. For example, Taylor says the following:

"I wouldn’t think of it in terms of self-hatred: I would think of it in terms of you have to do what you have to do to get over and the white man does what he has to do to get over, and why should we not do the same thing? We’re all out there economically trying to compete for the dollars, so by whatever means necessary that’s what it’s all about. So you have to go with the flow. . . . There’s so many things that they nit-pick at black women or men until [you take the position]: ‘Look, clone yourself like them. Go in there, come home [and] do whatever you have to do to enjoy yourself at home.’ That’s what you have to do but you still have to earn a living."

Diane, who wears her hair chemically straightened also emphatically disagrees with the self-hatred theory:

"Well, I think it’s awful [to think that if black women straighten their hair then they hate themselves or they are trying to look white]. I think you can do anything within your capability, financially, or whatever, to improve the way..."
you look. I don’t see anything wrong with it. I don’t think when I straighten my
hair or perm my hair I’m trying to be white. I’m just trying to look better for me,
and not for my husband, my friend, or nobody else. For me.”

Both Taylor and Diane adamantly denied that straightening Black hair is a form
of self-hatred, but agreed that hair straightening occurs because of White
privilege.79 Taylor did this directly while Diane made this assumption
indirectly.79

White privilege is best described as myriad advantages that White people
enjoy on a daily basis that racial minorities do not.80 White privilege has been
described by Peggy McIntosh as “an invisible package of unearned assets” upon
which Whites can draw every day.81 It takes a variety of forms, perhaps the most
common of which are cultural assumptions. Cultural assumptions are the
attitudes that people possess that are associated with stereotypes.82 Taylor
presumed that the stereotypes associated with being White are positive and
bring with them economic advantages such as promotion and advancement in
the workplace.83 Accordingly, she suggested that at work Blacks should just
conform as much as possible, which includes straightening one’s hair.84

Unlike Taylor, Diane made her White privilege references indirectly.85
Specifically, she straightened her hair to look better.86 However, her choice of the
term “better” implies a comparison between naturally kinky hair—a typical
characteristic of many Black women—and straight hair—a typical characteristic
of many White women.87 This comparison implicitly assumes that the natural
state of many Whites’ hair is indeed “better” than the natural state of Blacks’
hair.88

Some Black women perceive that straightening hair is a form of self-hatred
while others believe that the behavior is similar to that of women in other
cultures who bind their feet, stretch their earlobes, or paint their hands with
intricate markings.89 Whether or not hair straightening constitutes a form of self-
hatred, it is clear that Black women’s attitudes toward hairstyle-selection are
deeply-rooted and complex.90
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III. CHOOSING TO EMPHASIZE RACIAL IDENTITY

While many Black women choose to conform to dominant organizational norms by wearing their hair in the straightened state, many others choose not to conform. For some women this choice is about personal expression. A recent study of executive women documented that many Black women navigate their professional and ethnic identities by creating a “bicultural life structure,” whereby they separate their mostly White professional worlds from their mostly Black personal worlds.91

Yet, the study also found that many Black women eschew this “bicultural” experience and refuse to assimilate to majority norms by segmenting off their Black selves.92 These women are “not interested in being ‘incogNegro,’ a Black person who attempts to disguise, hide, or deny her racial identity. Their willingness to reveal their sense of identity keeps them strongly connected to Black womanhood.”93 Many Black women choose to attain this sense of identity through their hairstyle choices. Rogers v American Airlines, Inc. documented the circumstances of one Black woman who felt that wearing her hair in braids reflected her heritage and was a critical part of expressing her racial identity.94 For Rogers and other Black women, hairstyle restrictions constrain identity expression.95 Indeed, for some, the expectation that a Black woman should straighten her hair is a restriction of their most central defining self-aspect—racial and ethnic identity.

In the field of social psychology, social identity and social categorization theories emphasize the concept that group membership and demographic categories are important aspects of self-identity.96 Other researchers emphasize that identity is a multi-dimensional construct97 and that any given individual’s sense of identity is comprised of their social relationships, roles, and category memberships.98 Identity theorists have historically argued that these multiple components of the self are differentially weighted, such that some aspects are more important or salient than others.99 Moreover, the greater the salience of any given aspect of identity, the greater is the individual’s need to express that aspect and to have it acknowledged by others.100
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People have a need to express relevant aspects of their identities.\textsuperscript{101} When people are unable to express these self-aspects, they experience dissatisfaction and frustration.\textsuperscript{102} In a study of students with self-defining goals that represented their central identities—e.g., artistic, athletic, intellectual—researchers found that preventing the study participants from fully expressing these identities led to a state of internal tension.\textsuperscript{103} These basic findings are consistent with studies that have drawn an explicit connection between the relative importance of certain aspects of identity and workplace outcomes.\textsuperscript{104}

Utilizing workers (i.e., doctors, lawyers, engineers, teachers) and students who participated in volunteer community orchestras and bands, one researcher examined whether the workers’ and students’ separation of their musical and professional or academic lives led to a sense of conflict between their musical and professional or student roles.\textsuperscript{105} Across two studies, the results showed that when the workers’ and students’ dominant identity was determined by their musical lives and when they restricted their expression of this dominant identity by separating it from other aspects of their lives, they experienced a greater sense of conflict between their multiple role-identities, which ultimately decreased their satisfaction with work and school. In other words, if the workers and students felt that music was a dominant aspect of their identity, yet limited expression of this self-aspect by concealing their music identity at work or school, they experienced a greater sense of conflict between their professional or academic lives and their personal lives. Such conflict between personal and professional identities may be applicable to Black women when their African-American, African, or Caribbean identities are compared and contrasted with their professional roles. That is, for Black women who feel that their racial or ethnic identity is dominant in their self-definitions, the costs of restricting the expression of that salient identity are great. Thus, although some women risk negative career consequences for highlighting their Blackness at work through their choice of ethnic hairstyles, these women would prefer to take this risk rather than experience the psychological tension and internal conflict resulting from identity restriction.

IV. CONCLUSION

To some degree, all employees must conform to their employers’ expectations and guidelines when dressing and grooming for work. Work uniforms, dress codes, and organizational norms require everyone to “look the
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part” while at work. However, for minority women in general and Black women in particular, “looking the part” at work carries the additional dimension of managing attributions, expectations, and stereotypes based solely on core aspects of their identities—the immutable characteristics of race and gender.

In isolation, Black women’s preferences to straighten their hair may seem simply to be a choice of adornment; however, when coupled with all the other available “self-improvement” choices in which they sometimes engage—such as wearing colored contacts, lightening their skin, reducing the size of their lips, and decreasing the size of their noses—it is clear that the standard of beauty in the U.S. is in direct opposition to the natural features and characteristics of most Black women. It is also important to consider these grooming choices in the context of societal norms. Black women do not have the luxury of mere preferences; their choices are colored by a historical lens that includes negative stereotypes and lowered expectations. Throughout American history, skin color, eye color, and hair texture have had the power to shape the quality of Black people’s lives, and that trend continues today for Black women in the workplace.

Though we have focused on the impact of dominant aesthetic norms on Black women in the workplace, we acknowledge that this same dynamic extends to the experiences of other groups and has broader implications for individuals and organizations which warrant further examination. For instance, future research should consider the impact of the cognitive and emotional toll experienced by minorities and women as they continually worry about navigating others’ interpretations of their professionalism and competence. How much productive activity is lost by Black women who spend countless hours coaxing their naturally curly hair into a more desirable state? On the part of the organization, what is the cost of all of the misplaced energy, attention, and resources devoted to policing the hair and grooming practices of employees? Further, what is the ultimate cost of the loss of talented employees or recruits who are filtered out of corporate organizations based solely on grooming features largely irrelevant to their ability to perform at work? Kenji Yoshino, in his work describing the pressure on gays, women, and racial minorities to “cover” stigmatized characteristics in the workplace, calls for a reexamination of discrimination laws to encompass this undue burden on minorities and marginalized groups. 106 Similarly, in our analysis of the experiences of Black women in the workplace, we are concerned with developing a comprehensive understanding of how organizations can create environments where all of their employees can thrive and contribute to their fullest without compromising central aspects of their identities.